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Since he first appeared on the scene in Detective Comics No. 27 in May 1939, Batman has been a

massive influence on popular culture. He has inspired comics, blockbuster films and television

series and was second only to Superman in the top comic book heroes of all time. Alongside all of

these, he has also inspired a plethora of collectable toys from the golden age of toy production in

the 1960s and 1970s such as diecast cars, replica gadgets and much more. In this book, which will

appeal to those who remember the iconic 1966 television series just as much as to those captivated

by Batman today, Rob Burman examines some of the best and some of the most unusual Batman

collectables as well as looking at what might be collectable in the future.
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Rob Burman is Editor of Collectors Gazette, the world's only monthly newspaper dedicated to

collecting.

Not worth the money. Should have been called the Corgi/ some Mego collectable Book (Corgi takes

up about 1/4 of the book) . For all the Batman product that is out there, this book doesn't even

scratch the surface.

The book doesn't include a fraction of a fraction of Batman collectibles. The author admits he

doesn't own much of what is presented, and has relied on collecting friends or online sources for



photos. There are instances where a Batman item is mentioned, and a non-Batman photo is shown

(like with Captain Action). The book is a complete waste of money.

Not thrilled - there are better books on batman memorabilia - I was expecting more

very nice

Awesome book,

As one of the worlds Largest Batman memorabilia collectors this book is a waste ( I did not

purchase on  it was a gift from someone) but thought I would put in my Batty 2 cents.. most of the

photos are off Ebay auctions.. and from online.. the author did not know very much about most

items and some were just wrong or no actual info at all besides what is on the item... and as others

said its more corgi than anything.. there are 100,000+ Batman items made in the past 75 years you

would have thought that it would have been a better selection of all eras of collectibles and that the

author would have at least spoken with some REAL collectors about the items and gotten better

photos etc etc... if you want info in Batman collectibles its better to just google than waste money on

this book...
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